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Abstract— Enterprises these days acquire huge volumes of data from totally different sources and leverage this 
information by means that of data analysis to support effective decision- making and supply new practicality 
and services. The key demand of data analytics is scalability, merely thanks to the vast volume of information 
that requires to be extracted, processed, and analyzed in a very timely fashion. Arguably the foremost 
widespread framework for modern large-scale data analytics is MapReduce, in the main thanks to its salient 
features that embrace scalability, fault-tolerance, simple programming, and flexibility. However, despite its 
deserves, MapReduce has evident performance limitations in miscellaneous analytical tasks, and this has given 
rise to  a  major  body  of  work  that  aim  at  up its potency, whereas maintaining its fascinating properties. 
This survey aims to review the state of the art in improving the performance of MapReduce. 

Index Terms— Big Data, Data analysis, Cluster Computing, Data Management, Metadata, MapReduce 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Big data is attracting widespread interest of both information technology specialists in research and business 

communities. After reaching the zettabyte barrier in 2010 and exceeding 1.8 zettabytes in the generated- increasing 

in the five years  by a factor of 9 [1]. The forecast for 2025, is that the internet will overcome the every living 

being brain capacity in the whole word. Although we have recognized the importance   of big data now a days, 

researchers are still having different opinions and definitions. This is because of the different needs and 

approaches for each researcher, enterprises, data analysts and technical practitioners. 

Doug Laney[2], an analyst at the META group (presently Gartner) is considered to be the one to offer the first 
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real big data definition, nevertheless the term "big data" had been used earlier. Although, the term big data didn’t 

stated explicitly in the definition, the 3V,which is the main big data characteristics, are introduced for the first time. 

The Vs resemble volume, velocity and variety. The 3V definition will dominated the big data definition, presented 

by IT specialists such as Gartner, IBM and Microsoft, for the years to come. 

In this report [3] McKinsey \& Company studied the potential value that big data can create for organizations 

and sectors of the economy and seeks to illustrate and quantify that value. The research discovered that data make a 

remarkable change in the world economy by improving businesses efficiency and productivity and support them in 

competing with the public sector which will eventually benefit consumers. For example, The use of big data can 

enhance the efficiency and quality of the heath care service in US by an estimated value of three hundred billion 

USD yearly. 2/3 of that in health care expense reduction. 

With the tremendous generated and stored data by many sources, it vital for companies and organization  to  

exploit new technologies in order to obtaining maximum value of big data. Volume, Variety and Velocity unique 

characteristics of big data that cut off the development of new technologies facilitate getting value from data. Big 

data management and analysis is at the core of the techniques has to be developed for the best benefit of big data 

value. In literature many frameworks developed for this purpose such as MapReduce, Spark, SCOOPY...etc. 

Despite the advantages provided by these systems to the fact that it still suffers from some defects and need to be 

treated. Some analysis operations may need to be performed only part of the data. Currently analysis tasks  are 

performed on all data regardless of this fact. Thus developing methods to facilitate selective data access, which 

helps improve the performance of data analysis and management systems. After the map function complete 

processing the data, its output is send to the reduce cluster nodes. The transmission process degrade the overall 

system performance. In addition, Extracting metadata about the data to be saved may help in  the classification of 

large amounts of data and thus save the most important data and neglect the data that is less important or 

redundant and does not add value to the data. 

 
II. THE MAPREDUCE FRAMEWORK 

In the era of Big Data, characterized by the unprecedented volume of data, the velocity of data generation, and 

the variety of the structure of data, support for large-scale data analytic considered a challenging task[4]. The 

developing interest in big data analysis systems has led to the advancement of original techniques from both the 

business and the scientific fields. Despite parallel database frameworks [5] provide some of  these  data  analysis  

applications,  they  are  costly,  hard  to manage and need to be adapted to fault-tolerance for long-processing 

queries [6] [7]. Different frameworks have been produced for the  most  part  by  business  to  address  Big Data 

analysis, including Google’s MapReduce[8], [9], Yahoos PNUTS [10], Microsoft SCOPE [11], Twitters Storm 

[12], LinkedIn’s Kafka[13], and WalmartLabs Muppet[14]. Likewise, a few organizations, including Facebook 

[15]  ,  both utilize and have subscribed to Apache Hadoop and its ecosystem. 

MapReduce has turned into the most prevalent framework for big data storing and analysis of big data  mining  

by cluster of machines, mainly as a result of its simplicity[4]. MapReduce [8] is a model  which  is  presented  by  

Google for programming high performance clusters to perform big data analysis in one pass. The MapReduce is 

designed in a way that it can scale up to a cluster of hundreds an even thousands of data nodes in a fault-tolerance 

manner. One benefit of this system is its dependence on a basic and capable programming model. Furthermore, it 

detaches the application designer from all the complicated and subtle elements of running a distributed program, 

for example, issues on data location, job scheduling and fault-tolerance [16] [7]. 

 

The MapReduce framework is presented as an easy and intense programming model that empowers simple 

development of scalable distributed applications to process big data running on high performance clusters. One of 

the benefits of this approach is that it detach job developers from the lower level implementation details such as 

data localization, job scheduling and fault-tolerance. The design of this framework follow the divide and conquer 

model. The model comprises  of two main functions specifically Map and Reduce. In the Map function, the input 

data is sub partitioned into many small chunks, each chunk is fed to a Map function, processed and create average 

key/value output. This key/value data is rearranged in a process called shuffling using merge-sorted  algorithms 

and then send to the cluster nodes running the Reduce function. In turn, the Reduce function process this    all 

intermediate output related to the same key/value pair and produce the final output. It should be noted that the 

shuffle phase is much more time consuming than the Map and Reduce tasks [4]. Figure 1 depicts a pseudo-code 

for a MapReduce analysis job; the job is counting words frequency in an input document data. In this example, 
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the map function generate each word as a key and 1 as a value for the key/value pair for each word in the input 

data, while the Reduce function count the value of all key/value pairs for the same key(word). 

 

 
Figure 1. Mapreduce Job Example. 

 

Figure 2 illustrate the MapReduce flow of execution. The MapReduce job execution workflow is as follows: 

 The input data for the MapReduce is split into almost even M splits, and the program is cloned into many 

instances so that each instance can run in a cluster data node. 

 The program instances are classified into: one master and the rest are considered as workers. The master 

then assign the job for the workers. The workers are intern classified into M map tasks and R reduce tasks. 

The master run in the cluster master nodes, while each worker run in a data node. 

 The M data splits stored at each data node are processed by the map function.  Each  map  function  process  

the  M split and produce an intermediate file containing the corresponding key/value. This file is 

temporarily buffered at local memory. 

 The buffered files are then partitioned and stored to the local disk. The location of these files are sent to the 

master node, which intern pass these locations to the reduce. 

 After the map functions complete processing a certain  percentage of the data, the master worker notify the 

reduce workers to start processing. In order to each reduce worker process files containing key/value data 

for the same key; a shuffling process sort the map output files  by the value of the key. The reduce workers 

receive the location of the sorted files from master and then transfer the data to the reduce cluster nodes. 

 The reduce function processes the data and start to fill the final output file. When all map and reduce 

functions finish processing, the location of the final output file location is sent to the master node. 

 The master worker send the final output file to the user program. 

 

Periodically, the master worker ping all map workers. If  any worker don’t respond in a certain amount of time, it is 
considered as a fail worker and the node containing a replica of the fail worker is assigned the job. This is necessary 

because a map worker store intermediate data in its local file system and when it fails the data is no longer  

accessible.  On the other hand, a failed reduce worker isn’t rescheduled because its output is stored in the global 

file system. When a map worker finish processing successfully, it return to idle state  and therefore reading to 

receive a new job. 

 
Figure 2. MapReduce Framework[8], [9].
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III. MAPREDUCE ADVANTAGES 

Key advantages of the MapReduce framework include: 

• Simplicity: programming jobs to run using MapReduce is simple. An experience with parallel systems or 

under- standing of the system infrastructure is not required. 

• Fault-tolerance: Executing big data analysis jobs is usu- ally done using computer clusters consisting of 

thousands of data nodes. In an environment such as this, defects     in some of these data nodes are expected to 

occur. MapReduce can deal with such problems so that no loss of results or interruption of work. 

• Flexibility: MapReduce does not require data to be organized in a specific format. Thus, the data of any 

structure can be analyzed using MapReduce directly and without any prior data preprocessing operations. 

• Scalability: MapReduce can scale to clusters of PCs. 

IV. MAPREDUCE WEAKNESSES 

Despite its evident merits, MapReduce often fails to exhibit acceptable performance for various processing 

tasks. We have identified a list of issues related to large-scale data processing in MapReduce that significantly 

impact its efficiency. 

 
A. Data Access: 

Data Access is a critical task for efficient and high performance of execution of a job. For cretin types of big 

data analytic tasks, access of input data of only some data nods or even accessing a selected data in those data 

nods is needed. MapReduce implement a brute force access for all input data at every job execution, which 

degrades the overall system performance. 

 

B. High Communication Cost: 

The output of the Map task is send to the Reduce nodes. The size of the transmitted data depend on the type of 

input data and type of analytic job. As the size of data increase, drain the network throughput and decrease overall 

system performance. 

 

C. Redundant and wasteful processing: 

In MapReduce, jobs the use the same input data and perform similar sub tasks are not allowed to share results, 

resulting in redundant data processing and wasting processing power. 

 

D. Re-computation: 

In parallel database systems, reuse of previous query results is achieved by query result materialization. Results 

of queries that are expected to run more often are materialized on disks. On the other hand the MapReduce 

framework implement fault-tolerance by enforcing a check point mechanism. The buffers of the map worker 

periodically save intermediate data into local disk. Thus, in a case of failure using these check points are used to 

resume the work. However, after the MapReduce finish the jobs successfully, the results are discarder. For a new 

job that need par or all of the result of a previously completed job is not supported by the MapReduce. Therefore, 

a new job need to rerun the previous job a gain to get the results. •      Lack of early termination: In some analysis 

task no need to process all the data to get the final result. For instant, a query may find the final result after 

processing 60% of the data. Unfortunately, MapReduce Unfortunately the design does not support stopping data 

processing when the result is obtained before all data is processed. This leads to wasting time and resources.  

 

E. Lack of iteration: 

Recursive and iterative computation queries are common in data analysis tasks, such as PageRank algorithms, 

clustering, social network analysis. . . etc. However, in order to such iterative tasks in MapReduce framework, the 

programmer has to write a MapReduce job for each iteration and coordinate  the execution sequence to get final 

result. More importantly,    a significant performance penalty  is  paid,  since  data  must be reloaded and 

reprocessed in each iteration. Supporting empirical analysis task: In  some  cases,  as  in  the  analysis  of scientific 
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data, the analysis task itself isn’t identified. In other words, we may need to do more than one empirical analysis 

task and implement each one and observe the results accordingly. The task is adjusted until we reach the final task. 

In such cases it is useful to run these empirical tasks on a     part of the data and when the link to the final version is 

implemented using the full data. 

 
F. Load balancing: 

In order to improve performance and reduce the time required to process data, Parallel data management 

systems apply methods to divide and distribute data on processing units in order to distribute the processing 

burden on these units. This distribution process must be done carefully to achieve the desired goal. Unless the data 

is distributed to the processing units equally, the unit with the largest data will tack a loner time to finish, therefor it 

will represent a bottleneck to the whole system and we will lose the advantage for which the work was distributed 

in the first place. Data partitioning schemes that are not data-aware, such as MapReduce data partitioning schemes 

causing the occurrence unbalanced data distribution. More importantly, the size of the data affects processing time 

but is not the only factor. The nature of the data itself affects the time of execution. Complex data for example 

takes longer to process. Therefore, the development of intelligent mechanisms for the distribution of equal voltage, 

ensuring the best performance of the system, between the elements of treatment and take into account all the 

elements that affect the completion of tasks. 

 
G. Supporting real-time or interactive processing: 

MapReduce is big data analysis framework characterized  as a batch processing highly fault-tolerant system. 

The design of MapReduce so that these  features  can  be  achieved  on the other hand makes the design unable to 

support other systems such as real-time processing systems. For instance,   in order to achieve high fault tolerance, 

MapReduce enforce Map functions periodically to writ intermediate results into local disks; Reduce workers 

transfer big amount of data from Map workers. Unfortunately, the performance of MapReduce degrades because 

of these mechanisms. 

 
V. MAPREDUCE IMPROVEMENTS 

In this section, an overview is provided of various methods and techniques present in the existing literature for 

improving the performance of MapReduce. 

 Indexing: Hadoop++[17],HAIL[18] are two indexing system proposed to resolve the data access 

limitation of MapReduce, An another approach to resolve data access problem is by using data layouts. A 

survey of data layouts approaches is in [19].A column file approach,  where  data is partitioned vertically  

and  then  grouped  based  on correlated columns, is proposed in Llama [20] and Cheetah[21]. A 

combination between vertical and horizontal partitioning of data is introduced in RCFile[22]. 

 Intentional data placement: CoHadoop [23] colocates and copartitions data on nodes intentionally, so 

that related data are stored on the same node. To achieve colocation, CoHadoop extends HDFS with a file- 

level property (locator), and files with the same locator are placed on the same set of DataNodes. 

 Avoiding redundant processing: MRShare [24] is a sharing framework that identifies different queries 

(jobs) that share portions of identical work. Such queries do not need to be recomputed each time from 

scratch. ReStore[25] is a system that manages the storage and reuse of intermediate results produced by 

workflows of MapReduce jobs. It is implemented as an extension to the Pig dataflow system. ReStore 

maintains the output results of MapReduce jobs in order to identify reuse opportunities by future jobs. 

 Early termination: EARL [26] aims to provide early results for analytical queries in MapReduce, 

without processing the entire input data. EARL utilizes uniform sampling and works iteratively to 

compute larger samples, until a given accuracy level is reached, estimated  by means of bootstrapping. 

RanKloud [27] has been pro- posed for top-k retrieval in the cloud. RanKloud computes statistics (at 

runtime) during scanning of records and uses these statistics to compute a threshold (the lowest score for 

top-k results) for early termination. 

 Incremental processing: REX [28] is a parallel query processing platform that also supports recursive 

queries expressed in extended SQL, but focuses mainly on incremental refinement of results. An iterative 
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data flow system is presented in [29], where the key novelty is support   for incremental iterations. Such 

iterations are typically encountered in algorithms that entail sparse computational dependencies, where 

the result of each iteration differs only slightly from the previous result. Differential dataflow[30] is a 

system proposed  for  improving  the performance of incremental processing in a parallel data flow 

context. It relies on differential computation to update the state of computation when its inputs change, 

but uses a partially ordered set of versions, in contrast to a totally ordered sequence of versions used by 

traditional incremental computation. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

MapReduce is the most widely spread and famous big data analysis system. This is due to its significant features 

that include scalability, fault-tolerance, simplicity, and flexibility. Still, several of its shortcomings hint that 

MapReduce is not perfect for every large-scale analytical task. In this work we tried to emphasize on the work to 

overcome these shortages. 
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